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Abstract. A new routing metric aimed at increasing reliability in large
scale wireless ad-hoc networks is proposed and used to classify existing
gateways, not only by their hop count but also by their stability and
validity. Using a Deferred Routing Protocol in the performed simulations
the proposed metric has 15% more traffic deliveries when compared with
a simple hop count metric. These results motivate the usage of adequate
routing metrics for large scale networks, as they make routing protocols
more stable and reliable, allowing the spread of wireless ad-hoc networks
in demanding scenarios such as emergency and rescue.

1 Introduction

The concept of creating mobile ad-hoc networks has been motivating the de-
velopment of new routing protocols as well as the definition of new possible
scenarios for these flexible and robust networks. However, even though the tech-
nology advances have provided a massification of wireless capable devices, ad-hoc
networks are still little used [1]. One of the most focused scenarios for such net-
works is the disaster/rescue scenario where infra-structures may not be available
thus requiring an ad-hoc network solution where all the involved authorities, for
instance army, police, fire department, medical staff, can share important and
critical information in real-time [2][3].

Currently there are many ad-hoc routing protocols such as the standardised
Optimized Link State Routing Protocol (OLSR) [4], and the Dynamic MANET
On-demand (DYMO) Routing [5], which respectively propose a proactive and
reactive routing approach for managing their routing tables. Other contributions
present additional routing and clustering schemes with the purpose of ensuring
scalable routing. This aspect is significantly important since more and more
wireless devices are expected to be used in any particular scenario, even on a
daily basis [1]. Some examples of work regarding scalable routing involve the
definition of clusters and hierarchies [6][7], or the modification of well known
protocols such as OLSR [8].

Most of the existing schemes that target scalable routing depend on some sort
of Gateway nodes which are responsible for exchanging data between different



network partitions. Often, routing protocols determine the end-to-end path, and
typically there is no special concern about these nodes when they exist, being
considered as any other node in the path. However, the choice of an adequate
Gateway node in a path may improve the overall network performance even
if it means increasing the path’s length [9]. This aspect is particularly more
significant if a routing protocol is not completely aware of the entire network’s
topology, relying on condensed routing information such as DASH [10].

This recent approach for scalable routing in ad-hoc networks will be briefly
presented in the next section, motivating the definition of a new gateway rout-
ing metric suitable for Deferred Routing protocols, aiming at increased network
reliability by choosing the most suitable gateways. In section 3 the performance
of the proposed metric will be evaluated in a possible scenario for rescue opera-
tions. The final section summarises the results obtained from the presented work
and provides insights for future work.

2 MATE: Metric for gAteway selecTion in dEferred

routing

Maintaining consistent views of a network’s routing tables is typically a challenge
and failing with an appropriate routing metric to do so may result in undesirable
loops [11]. Even though many approaches have been taken by different routing
metrics [9][12] and protocols [4][13][5], in wireless networks, the formation of
loops (despite being mainly temporary) is more common than in wired networks.
This problem is much more noticeable with larger networks and specific measures
have to be taken to avoid so, ensuring routing reliability.

As previously mentioned, there are several routing approaches aiming at
being scalable which rely on clustering, hierarchies or, more recently, deferred
routing. This last routing proposal strongly depends on an accurate and unique
choice of Gateway nodes per cluster since it does not perform a path calculation
throughout the existing clusters, as it will be explained in the following section.

2.1 Understanding Deferred Routing

The most common clustered routing approaches maintain information about
all the clusters and the existing paths to reach such clusters. However, this
still incurs large overheads and thus, a new approach where routing is Deferred
to each cluster, has been proposed [10]. This approach only keeps information
about the gateways capable of reaching each cluster and the number of “Cluster
Hops” to do so (the actual number of node hops is not maintained since it
is a large amount of volatile information which is not frequently necessary).
Similarly to a post office, the postman responsible for delivering a letter, only
does so until a specific point of his working area. He leaves the letter in specific
points, depending whether it is a local, regional or international delivery, and is
completely unaware of how to reach the final destination, since it will be someone
else’s job, closer to the final destination, to do so. Deferred Routing follows the
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Fig. 1. Possible network perspectives for tree hierarchy (a), (c) and (d)

same approach as the mail delivering process, the most significant difference
being the fact that no specific delivery points (Gateways) are previously defined,
thus requiring an efficient solution to choose the most suitable one.

In routing, the most common metric used for determining paths is the “hop
count” metric, where the shortest path is usually the most suitable one. Even
though Deferred Routing does not consider path calculation from source to des-
tination, the required number of “Cluster Hops” from end to end could be used
in order to choose the most suitable Gateway. However, due to information ag-
gregation in a large scale network, several gateways may have the exact same
number of “Cluster Hops” thus leading to possible ambiguous views of the rout-
ing tables, resulting in network loops. This motivates the development of a new
routing protocol capable of increasing routing reliability for Deferred Routing
Protocols, which still lack such a solution.

2.2 The DASH protocol

The DASH routing protocol stands for Deferred Aggregated routing for Scalable
ad-Hoc networks, where the wireless ad-hoc network is organised into a tree hi-
erarchy of clusters, identified by their context. This protocol follows the Deferred
Routing paradigm performing similarly to typical routing protocols within clus-
ters, and postponing inter-cluster routing decisions to neighbour clusters closer to
the destination. This behaviour mimics the postman’s job previously described,
and it further uses a virtual cluster aggregation scheme, using different network
perspectives, allowing the DASH protocol to maintain its routing overhead very
small. A possible network perspective when using DASH is depicted in figure 2.2,



where clusters with the identifications 7 and 8 (cluster IDs), as siblings have the
same network perspective, and are unaware of clusters 9 and 10, which are seen
as cluster 4, and of the remaining clusters, since they are hierarchically distant,
and are only seen as cluster 1. Following the post office and postman paradigm,
in DASH, a node within a cluster, just like the postman, knows how to deliver
a packet to a destination in its working area (i.e. its cluster), other packets are
forwarded to Gateway nodes, which on their turn handle the packet to nodes
in clusters “closer” to the destination node, until the destination’s cluster is
reached.

In the DASH protocol, a node is considered a Gateway when it is able to
reach other contexts (or clusters), announcing it to the other nodes within its
own cluster. The Gateway nodes, by “overhearing” their neighbours’ routing
information also consider themselves indirect Gateways to clusters which they
are not neighbours with, increasing their Cluster Hop Count connectivity by one.
Such approach allows DASH’s nodes to choose the necessary nodes to reach other
clusters, but lacks a robust scheme to guarantee that this choice is not ambiguous
between nodes within the same cluster. This aspect was previously mentioned
regarding Deferred Routing, as the propagation of Gateway information in a
large scale network is prone to delays and lost routing packets, leading to routing
inconsistencies and poor reliability.

By defining a new routing metric which complements the number of clus-
ter hops with additional and relevant information, more reliable and consensual
network views could be achieved. Focusing on DASH and consequently on De-
ferred Routing, the choice of a suitable Gateway throughout different clusters
should consider using the most stable gateway and take into account the relia-
bility of the existing information. These two aspects can easily be obtained from
the existing gateways in the network. The “age” of a gateway is a property that
reflects how stable a node is as gateway, being more stable for each epoch as
gateway (i.e. every time a gateway node’s information is updated/refreshed, its
age increases). In addition to this information, it is important to be aware of
how valid the existing information is, since when a node receives information
about a gateway, it may be about to expire or it might just have been sent.

Taking into account the number of “Cluster Hops”, a gateway’s “age” and
the validity of the existing information, which may be more or less up-to-date,
a suitable metric for reliable routing may be derived.

2.3 The Proposed Gateway Metric, MATE

As previously mentioned, a routing metric capable of handling the number of
“Cluster Hops”, a gateway’s “age” and the validity of such information would
allow robust routing in large scale networks. However, in addition to the three
defined parameters, it is also important to understand what they represent and
how they can be used simultaneously. For instance, considering the number of
cluster hops, one may infer that the difference between 2 and 3 hops is more sig-
nificant than the difference between 12 and 13 hops, depending on the network
size. Instead of having a linear function for the number of hops, the difference



between the number of hops may be mapped to a sigmoid function with a pre-
defined threshold hopth. The hop parcel (hoppar) of the metric is defined in
equation 1.

hoppar = 1
1+ehopth−x (1)

The “age” of a gateway may be representative of its stability, nevertheless,
when comparing two gateways, their age difference must be correctly understood,
just like for the number of cluster hops. This property depends on the number
of refreshes/updates that a node receives from a neighbour node in a different
cluster, increasing its age by 1 for each advertisement. Consequently, a gateway
with an age of 3, is still “young” but it should represent more stability than
another gateway with less age. However, when considering “older” Gateways,
the difference between their ages should not be so representative since they have
been already stable for a long period of time, such that two Gateways with
an age of 40 and 43 will have a similar stability factor. This behaviour can be
represented by the metric’s age parcel, in equation 2. A routing protocol which
also considers stability is presented in [14], where route stability is considered
above the path hop count. Despite using different metrics for link stability, this
protocol still suffers from typical on-demand protocols disadvantages such as
flooding and path retrieval delays, not being suitable for large-scale networks.

agepar = 1
√

x
(2)

Common routing protocols keep the gathered network information for a lim-
ited amount of time, and rely on updates to this information such that it does
not expire. Generally speaking, the most recent information should reflect the
most up-to-date perspective of the network, however, due to network delays,
newly created information may not have been propagated throughout the entire
network, creating inconsistencies. In order to avoid this, information “validity”
should be analysed taking into account its expiration time. To achieve this be-
haviour, the expiration time should be modelled into a function, such that at
the threshold validityth represents the most valid information. Moreover, since
time is continuous and it is not desirable that minor differences in time produce
different results, the expiration time should also be considered as a discrete vari-
able. The corresponding part of the metric which concerns validity is shown in
equation 3.

valpar =
((MAXexpiry−validityth)−x)2

(MAXexpiry−validityth)2
(3)

The weighted function of these three parameters, each one mapped to an
adequate function of its own, should produce a relevant metric capable of pro-
viding consistent views of routing tables in large scale networks, even when
using deferred routing which only maintains limited information, as presented in
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equation 4. The maximum value for the metric will be 1, representing the worst
possible value for a gateway.

MATE = whop × hoppar + wage × agepar + wval × valpar (4)

Furthermore, the metric can be adjusted to specific networks by changing
whop, wage, wval weights, as well as by tweaking the existing thresholds, tuning
the results according to the existing scenarios. In the following section a plausible
rescue scenario is simulated using different weights for the concerned parameters.

3 Performance Evaluation

In order to properly evaluate the quality of MATE and how it affects the per-
formance of a Deferred Routing Protocol, several simulations were performed
varying the different parameters of the routing metric. A large scale network of
312 wireless nodes was used to represent a possible rescue scenario with two main
working rescue teams. In order to address typical large scale routing protocols,
the network was divided into 8 clusters of 39 nodes each, assuming that a single
team is composed of 4 clusters, allowing it to cover a significant disaster area.

The used Deferred Routing Protocol was DASH [10], and the Cluster IDs
were defined according to the teams’ contexts, such that the DASH protocol’s
capabilities were fully used. The rescue teams in the scenario were disposed in
the shape of a “V”, as if there was an obstacle separating them, for instance in
a tunnel, where debris force rescue teams to be separated. In order to simulate
the possible data traffic used by rescue teams, 2 Constant Bit Rate (CBR) video
flows were established in each team (with a total of 4 video flows), where the
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source nodes were in the front of the rescue team, reporting visual data to the
control centre, which is set in the back, such that the destination nodes are as
far as possible from the source. Each video flow had a CBR of 200kbit/s, which
should be more than enough to establish a video-conference between source and
destination [15], allowing the rescue teams to send video images to the control
centre and to receive detailed information on how to proceed in critical situations
which might require step-by-step instructions from experts (for instance medical
assistance).

All the presented results are for the DASH protocol with and without the
MATE metric, in order to correctly assess the contribution of this work, com-
paring both performances. No other routing protocols are shown in the given
results as they would not be related with the metric subject, but with the rout-
ing approach followed by DASH. However, some experiments using the OLSR
protocol revealed much more routing traffic (up to 50 times more), and worst
traffic delivery.

3.1 Simulation Results

The simulations were ran in the OPNET Modeler Wireless Simulator [16], with
a total of 30 runs per scenario, always using different seed values and the
Linear-Congruential Random Number Generator Algorithm. Moreover, all the
presented graphs show a 95% confidence interval for the results, obtained from
the central limit theorem which states that, regardless of a random variable’s ac-
tual distribution, as the number of samples (i.e. runs) grows larger, the random
variable has a distribution that approaches that of a normal random variable
with mean m, the same mean as the random variable itself. All the wireless
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nodes follow the IEEE 802.11g standard [17], having a range of 30 meters which
should correspond to a realistic range of common wireless cards [18][19].

The following results show the network performance regarding different pa-
rameters. To avoid any interference of specific mobility patterns, all the nodes
are static. Regarding the hop and validity thresholds (hopth, validityth), the hop
threshold was kept fixed in all simulations (4 hops) and the validity threshold
was set to 0 and 2 seconds in order to understand how the propagation of in-
formation may influence the network’s reliability. All the results will show the
obtained performance when the weight of the number of hops is changed in the
metric. The weight of the information’s validity is always set to 20% and the
gateway’s age weight will correspond to the remaining between the other two
parameters. In the results, the column corresponding to 100% weight reflects the
typically used hop count metric (i.e. ignores the proposed metric).

Path Length One important aspect to be verified in the MATE approach, is
the used number of hops from source to destination (i.e. path length). Figure 2
presents the results obtained, showing that there is no significant differences
between all the shown variations of the metric, not even when compared with the
typical hop count metric. This certainly motivates further results since MATE
has at least the same performance as the hop count metric in the only aspect
that this last one is aimed to.

Average Delay The registered end-to-end delay is depicted in figure 3, where the
only existing difference, which is not very significant, occurs between the paths
used by the hop count metric and the ones provided by MATE. At a glance
it might seem that the suggested metric has a worse performance, however,
these results can easily be explained by analysing them in conjunction with the



Table 1. Traffic Losses with Mobility

Mobility Metric

losses Hop MATE

% 82% 69%

Table 2. Traffic Losses for different size packets

Packet Size Metric

(bits) Hop MATE

1000 24% 6%
2000 31% 18%
4000 37% 23%

percentage of traffic losses. Since the hop count metric has less delivered traffic,
the network is less congestioned thus having a smaller delay. When comparing
the results obtained with the proposed metric, there is a noticeable difference
between the results with a validity threshold of 0 and 2 seconds, showing a
smaller delay for the latter, probably due to a valid gateway choice.

Traffic Losses When considering the amount of traffic losses, shown in figure 4,
it is clear that there are many. This may indicate that an ad-hoc network with
the given configuration may not be suitable to handle such demanding traffic
flows. However, similarly to the previously analysed results, the only significant
difference between the given variations of the metric is for a 100% hop weight,
which has a 15% worse performance when compared to the results obtained
with the new metric. Even though the remaining results do not present a major
difference between themselves, the best performance was achieved with a hop
weight of 60% with 0 seconds attributed to the validity threshold.

Complementary Results Further results were obtained for the same scenario
previously presented, using the Random Waypoint Model as the default mobility
pattern for each node, inside its cluster. The node’s speed uniformly varies from
0 up to 10 meters per second, suitable for human or vehicle movement, and
where a pause time of 100 seconds is set. These results are depicted in table 1,
revealing that by using the metric with 60% weight for the hop parameter, the
obtained losses decrease by 13% when compared to a typical hop count metric,
sustaining the same results previously registered without mobility.

Moreover, even though the DASH protocol’s specification is out of the scope
of this work, the significant traffic losses raised some questions about its ef-
ficiency. Thus, extra simulations were performed to analyse the reason of the
obtained losses. A preliminary analysis revealed losses mainly due to the wire-
less physical layer, presenting a large number of dropped packets as a result of
consistently failed retransmissions.



In order to ensure that the above results depend mainly on the wireless tech-
nology, additional simulations were performed using CBRs of 100kbit/s with
smaller packets of 1 and 2 kbit at a rate of 100 and 50 packets per second
respectively. These results are presented in Table 2. Additionally, new simula-
tions using a higher retransmission threshold, while keeping the 4bkit packets
and CBRs of 200kbit/s as in the performance evaluation, confirm that almost
every registered losses were technology dependent and not related with routing
problems, since the number of losses significantly reduces. Also, these results
reinforce that MATE can effectively improve large scale networks’ reliability.

4 Conclusion

A new routing metric focused on improving routing in large scale ad-hoc net-
works, MATE, has been proposed. This metric combines not only the hop count,
but also stability and validity of gateway nodes within clusters. The performance
improvement of using the MATE approach has been demonstrated by simulating
a large rescue operation scenario, where a routing Deferred Scheme, the DASH
protocol, was used to perform routing decisions. When comparing the choice of
a gateway by simply using the typical hop count metric against the proposed
metric, it is possible to see that an improvement of 15% regarding traffic de-
livery is achieved by using also stability and validity parameters. These results
contribute to further motivate the deployment of ad-hoc networks in challenging
scenarios, showing that the usage of an appropriate routing metric focused on a
robust routing protocol can improve the overall performance.

In this work a static ad-hoc network was mainly used, in order to avoid the
interference of mobility models’ specific patterns. However, some preliminary
results with mobile nodes were also obtained, suggesting that, in a future work,
it would be interesting to analyse how the tuning of the metric could improve the
network’s performance in different mobility scenarios, as well as with a different
number of nodes. Moreover, future results could benefit from the usage of more
appropriate traffic flows, according to specific applications focused on the used
scenario.
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